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About This Game

This is a fun vr basketball game that currently has 5 maps, decent graphics, different song genres to choose from, graphics
settings, awesome dunks, and much more! The current music genres are rock, pop, rap, country, dubstep, and happy. You can
also choose graphics settings from very low to ultra. Both of those can be found in the settings section in the lobby! The maps

include a normal basketball court, an anti-gravity court, the great crater, a bedroom, and BlockyBall. I am currently working on
multiplayer and overhauling the maps. I am always trying to add new maps though. There are also timed tests that range from 1
minute to 20 minutes to test your ability at basketball! There are timers that can go infinitely unless you are in a test. There is

always a scoreboard showing the timer and your total score!
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Title: Basketball Hero VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Caleb Scott
Publisher:
Calebula Studios
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 1060 or RX 570 or better.

Sound Card: Anything

Additional Notes: This does have graphical settings and even a 1080 has issues on maximum

English
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Thanks to this DLC I'm a huge step closer to make the switch from TS to TSW. Ruhr-Sieg Nord contains as much content as
GWE does, providing 3 locomotives (including the cab car), and both freight and passenger services. The route is curving
through the mountains and is very scenic, with a few passenger stations and freight yards along the route. Speed limit is between
70 and 120 km\/h, slopes mostly up to 0.8% for the main line, but occasionally 2% on yard entrances\/exits.

The only downsides I've encountered are;
HUD still doesn't display speed restrictions given by signals.
None of the 4 included scenarios use the BR143.. Not terrible, but overall just meh. The visual style was alright, though the
"camera" tended to jump and wander around a lot (really annoying after each death...). The puzzles and traps tended not to be
very fun. You just died and died until you figured it out, but you don't learn anything from any of it. Besides a few very subtle
visual cues (but only some of the time), there's no way to avoid the next trap but sheer dumb luck. The platforming was a little
lacking, as well, I tended to get hung up on corners and walls, and it was really hard to tell what was or was not going to be a
platform or obstacle. Finally, I found the swinging platforms really annoying, and one time I got stuck to one of them (!) so that
when I moved it moved me+platform in whatever direction (I couldn't jump off and couldn't die and just had to restart the
level).

The best way to sum it up is that I missed two of the "friends" on my first playthrough and I don't find the gameplay compelling
enough to try to find them.. You can play as a crazed, power hungry, mortal hating elf character, that asserts his dominance over
the entire universe by T-posing everyone to death.

Incredible.. Okay so I'm not going to say don't buy this. I can see where the devs are trying to make a zombie based survival
game and I'm going say well done to them they have tried. Yes there is room for a lot of improvement but at the time of writing
this yeah its early access. As a games student myself I don't think I could produce something better than this I could just about
create this. Now the reasons I like this is that the concept is nice and silmple pick up items to unlock doors and get through the
levels its simple and fun. What I think could be improved ever is putting some ambiance in the background to give it that feeling
of suspense and horror the zombies could have some groaning noises and the player when they get hurt could have some form of
noise to indicate they are getting hurt. But as I said I like the concept and the idea behind it and I think it is worth the 79P I paid
for it I am defiantly going to keep up with this game And its development.
(I hope the devs read this). An amazing game that I have been dying to see on the market. Very few games let you play the big
boss, which is a feature I have been dreaming of since I started playing video games.. Sequel to Sakura MMO, this game
continues the tale with more situations of miscues and accidental boob flashes. Based on your choices, you can continue the
romance you started in the first game, or choose another girl... and since there is no pop quiz to set that up, you basically start
fresh anyway. There is a patch to show more nudity, and some explicit scenes.

Would suggest getting in the bundle. While a decent story, it is still a Sakura game by Winged Cloud... Also, the game ends on a
cliffhanger... so there is likely to be a Sakura MMO 3 coming sometime..... I cannot stress enough how much i like this game, i
was playing this game when it was still known as Powerboat GT, and i simply loved everything, the different boats, the weapons,
the physics, the masterfully crafted and beautiful maps, the very chill soundtrack, the sense of speed. To this day i havent found
a game like this and the company behind this game created something truly wonderful, wish it had more recognition though.
Also might i add, this is one of the very few games that the price is too cheap, that is not for me to decide though.

Overall 10\/10 genuinely. Would recommend.. Nice music.
Doesn't fit the period? Well, duh.
It's a nice change of pace from time to time while in-game.. short and sweet. Good if you like the strong, serious type with a
side of gender-bender in your plot.
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A must buy for platformer lovers!

You play as a kid with a paint shooting gun thingy. As you progress through the game you unlock different liquids to shoot with
your weapon. One allows you to climb walls, one allows you to jump from it to greater heights. It's a nice little gimmick that
differentiates this title from others like it.

Really tight controls, pleasant visuals, nice soundtrack. Levels were nice and varied, they presented a little bit of a challenge too.
Replay value is pretty good with the speedrunning modes.

I recommend this title!. Pretty much Gauntlet reimagined as a twin stick shooter and unlike the first game, there's enough
content to leave one fulfilled, even if coop mode is gone. There are some slight stutters, the kind typically associated with games
running on Unity, but not enough to annoy anyone but the biggest framerate freaks.

Hopefully the PC version of the original will appear on Steam at some point too.. Remember Castlevania? I remember
Castlevania. Remember when Konami decided to reboot the franchise with a western studio, making it more like a God of War
style hack and slash with light puzzle elements?
Well, you better remember because those ones are the only ones you can get on Steam.

The game starts 30 years after the end of Lords of Shadow, and then 30 years again after everything goes wrong. You play as
Simon Belmont, who is now apparently the son of Trevor Belmont, but Trevor is also Dracula's son now, so who's keeping
track?
He's also a red head now, but he's apparently been a red head since the 90s, so what do I know?

After Dracula messes up Simon's crib and whacks his mom, he is raised by mountain people until he's a big hunky boy and
learns to mess dudes up with a whip. Now he intends to slap Dracula across the face with said whip and leave a big ol' red mark
on the guy's face.

Mirror of Fate is kind of like a mix between the older Castlevania games from the late 90s and early 00s, but with a mix of the
combat focus from Lords of Shadow. The problem is, it really doesn't do either all that well.

Mirror of Fate is much more linear than the previous games of its genre, even games of its genre that aren't Castlevania seem to
do the formula better than it. Unlike Lords of Shadow and Lords of Shadow 2, MOF is actually a side scroller with elements
from LOS such as it's combat and...Well. Plot.

The big boy problem here is that it doesn't do enough with it. You're pretty much set down a linear path with a clear objective
marker to where you have to go. But in each area there are little diversions that have a scroll or some kind of upgrade behind it.
Most of the time these are behind a power you need to get, so what happens is you move forward with the plot, get the new
power, then back track to one of the previous areas and just get the power.

Combat isn't that bad, its not like it puts you in an actual knife fight or anything. Thats what I do to the people that trespass.
It takes heavily from the other 2 LOS games, even down to the combo systems and some weapons, especially the whip and
combat cross. You also have other things like blocking, dodging, items, and magical abilities to help with combat. But the
combat isn't really anything to write home about, only about half of the enemies actually react to getting a giant chain in the
face, while the others hyper armor through it until you've done enough damage to actually kill them.

Its over reliance on an already kind of weak combat system is probably the games weakest point. Combat was just kind of
something that happened in the older games, like an enemy was in front of you, so you slap it around a bit. They threw some
real\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at you from time to time and it was, like, really exciting and tense. Especially in
the much older games where you had a really cool boss at the end of the level.

There are still bosses in this one, but they're just kind of there now. Some of them are reused, and one of them is even just a
quick time event after you fight him 2 or 3 times.

The more I dwell on it, the more it bugs me. I don't know if they were trying to make a throw back to Metroidvania or whatever
you wanted to call it. But the exploration is weak because its 100% back tracking into very small and not very interesting areas,
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and the combat is weak because its just LOS combat but with less movement options.
I feel like, if given more time, the devs could have made a pretty great addition to the franchise. The passion is there, don't get
me wrong, its a pretty solid game, but I don't know if it was corporate meddling or one big office peyote trip, but the game, at
least seems, to want best of both worlds, but instead gets none.

Mirror of Farts was originally a 3DS game, so you could say \u201cBut Dirk, it was originally a handheld game, shouldn't you
go easy on it?\u201d
Yeah, you're right.

But so was Circle of the Moon, Harmony of Dissonance, Aria of Sorrow, Dawn of Sorrow, Portrait of Rune, and Order of
Ecclesia. And each of those are on weaker hardware, but still manage to pull off some pretty impressive things.

But all this crying and foot stomping aside, I still actually kind of liked Mirror of Fate. Sure the combat was simple and the
exploration was lackluster, but it still held my attention to the end. There wasn't a point in the game where I was frustrated or
annoyed. And even with its simplicity, once you get into a rhythm, the combat can be, at the very least, cool looking.

Mirror of Fate is in the LOS universe, which is separated from the other games, so there's some weird things like two characters
being one character, other characters being replaced with new ones, etc. Dracula is a Belmont now, and  Trevor Belmont and
Alucard are both one character.
Simon is now Trevor's son even though they were 200 years apart in the original timeline.
Leon Belmont is gone completely, replaced with MercurySteam's OC Belmont, Gabriel (Who is also Dracula). Its a weird
setting, but not really an offensive one, unless you're a hardcore Castlevania purist, in which I can't really blame you if you don't
like it.

I also liked how the story unfolds basically in reverse, with each character starting further back in the timeline.

Also, Alucard's Wolf form looks really similar to the Beast of Darkness from Berserk. So I doubt that wasn't intentional.

Game's okay, but that's about it. Its pretty impressive what they managed to do with a 3DS game, graphics wise at least. I'd say
pick it up only if you liked the other LOS games. It ties some threads together and introduces some characters that would appear
in LOS2, so that's cool as well.

Castlevania: Konami stopped making these for pachislot machines, gets 6 angry vampire guys out of 47.

Woodpeckers peck trees at fifteen miles per hour.

The curator is guarded by Norton antivirus. . It is bad, boring and buggy. And that fresh twist is... ever heard of the fisherman in
Ast\u00e9rix?. The add-on did not work but I paid for it and have a Steam receipt.. quite good. shows the creativity of the
community. y'all are really good at this. 6\/10

A bit of a 'meh' game, really. If Steam had the option for a middle spot between recommend and don't recommend, I'd choose
it. It had its moments, some of the puzzles were good and much of the story was okay as well, but nothing really shone. Some
confusing UI. Some horrible voice acting (and some okay). Some cheesy horror aspects. No ability to skip repetitive dialog or
animations. Quite linear, which isn't necessarily a bad thing, but there are some obtuse prerequisites to move the story along at
times. For instance, you're in a room, do everything you can...and move on. Explore some other area, do all you can...then get
stuck. Well if you then go back to the first area, something will have changed for some reason...triggered by something else you
did but for no apparent reason.

But overall, it just didn't grip me enough to make me want to work through things...or I would just assume something illogical
was going on even if in the end it just might have just taken a little more scrutiny...but time I didn't feel like spending on it.

In the end, it was good enough that I at least was willing to finish it. I got it on a 75% Steam sale, so I can't complain. If you like
horror\/spooky and maybe have an interest in the occult, it might grip you more than it did me and you can overlook some of its
flaws.. This game is free and is a good value for it. It has a lot of grinding, playing the same map several times to complete a
quest; but if you like the hidden item feel, getting into the flow of the game, then it is good value.
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Basketball Hero VR is finally released!:
I started on this project probably around 6 months ago with no idea even how to make a game come through the vr headset... or
even how to add physics to an object ������. But now it is finally released in Early Access. I am currently working on the first
update which should happen sometime this week. I hope you enjoy this game as much as I enjoyed making it!. Basketball Hero
VR version 0.5 update!:
Basketball Hero VR just had it's first update bringing it into version 0.5! This update gave it a much needed graphical overhaul,
and added a new map... BlockyBall. BlockyBall is the map of your dreams if your a fan of minecraft with a amazing resource
back and shader pack installed! It has 4 different goals, 2 caves, the outdoor area, and a running river!. Basketball Hero VR hit
it's first $100 in sales!:
Basketball Hero VR just hit its first $100 in sales and I'm a kid of my word. Starting tomorrow Basketball Hero VR will be 50%
off for $2.50! The sale will last 5 days and started because I hit that 100 mark. My first $100 was very important to me because
first off that means that I'm not in the negatives for putting this game on steam, secondly because you have to make a minimum
of $100 to even get a check.. One more big thing and the next update will be released!:
I've been using Unity 2017.4 for every one of my games but now that the final versions of 2018 are being released I'm
converting to them. But since Unity 2018.3 has PhysX improvements that means Basketball Hero VR will too !. Basketball
Hero VR's next big update is on its way!:
I'm aware that it has been awhile since Baskteball Hero VR's last update (I changed the shadercache to a better version of NGSS
but then had to put Basketball Hero VR on a different computer without it which broke the entire shader system), but now I
have that resolved which means that the next update is on its way! It contains multiple new maps, overhauls of every single
current map, and even a few new features. There are also a few optomizations which really don't matter since everything was
overhauled anyways (it still has around the same fps but with better graphics). You can use this link to join the official discord
channel which will have updates to Basketball Hero VR's updates " https://discord.gg/DrHTsdn ".
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